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Do you have problems that you need to solve or things you must get done? Here is a systematic approach, like
you have never seen before, to help you achieve your goals and improve your productivity. The author has
taken time proven self-help principles and presented them in an intriguing fashion utilizing a mnemonic
device, the LOGIC DIE . This new tool has already helped numerous solve problems and achieve goals. The
LOGIC DIE system is so unique that you cannot even imagine what it is; all thought when you see it you will
say, "Why didn't I think of that!" The LOGIC DIE system is a true innovative break-through in cognitive
processing. You will find it to be quick to learn and easy to apply. It provides a simple path for gaining
knowledge and understanding enabling you to make wise decisions and develop realist manageable plans of
action that get results. This system delivers the intellectual underpinning that is required for us to overcome
our greatest obstacles. It is intuitive in nature and packed full of common sense. Andrew Carnegie persuaded
Napoleon Hill, to spend over 20 years of his life developing "A Philosophy of Success." Hill introduced this
philosophy in his book that has sold over 70 million copies and become the foundation for the self-help
industry, THINK AND GROW RICH.
Although, this book, HOW TO DO THE IMPOSSIBLE AND A WHOLE LOT MORE, is completely
unrecognizable form Hill's work those same "The Philosophy of Success" principles are all inclusive. By no
means is this a book on or about religion, however, the author would like you to hear what Pastor Joe Bowles
had to say. "A few years ago, Stan shared with me a systematic approach to thinking that was based on "The
Gold Die." At first, I was a little skeptical of the concept because I wasn't sure how the pips on a die (singular
for dice) could be conveyed or translated into a workable guide for living. As I studied the concepts that Stan

shared with me, and I looked at his teachings on his website, I realized that this simple systematic approach to
thinking could be a pragmatic aid in helping an individual in decision making in route to fulfilling God's plans
for their life. Therefore, I developed a seven-week series of sermons using The Gold Die concepts as the
principles for my messages. There were so many similarities between the ons that The Gold Die teaches and
the principles that are found in God's word. I was able to fuse these principles together without compromising
the integrity of Scripture.
Our people received the messages well and the comments that I receive from our church members were all
positive.
In fact, many of them told me that they were able to make some important decisions in life by following the
tenants that The Gold Die teaches." Based on the feedback from my members and my own personal
experience, I find The Gold Die to be an effective tool in solving life's problems and in reducing stress.
Having a system that a person can fall back on when they are faced with important decisions has been
invaluable in enabling me and others to make the right choices without the worry and fret that usually
accompanies that process. Therefore, it is my honor to be able to recommend to you this practical tool that will
enable you to address life's issues in a positive, effective, and Biblically sound way. Although I used The Gold
Die in a church setting, these principles are relevant in nearly every area of life." It would be easy to go on and
on with testimonials and supportive facts, but at this point, I recommend you pick up the book and see for
yourself."

